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From specifications to algorithms Now, how do we go from a specification to an algorithm? By algorithm, we mean an operational description of the specification, i.e., a series of explicit computations that respect the equations and yield the expected result. A specification P describes abstract properties (using notations like ∀, (x, y ), ∅, etc. and leaving out explicit data structure definitions) and the algorithm is a calculus schema (this introduces an abstract computer model, including time).
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) One says that an algorithm is correct with respect to its specification when all the results of the algorithm satisfy the specification, i.e., there is no contradiction when the results are substituted into the equations of the specification. Correctness is always a relative concept (a property of the algorithm in regard to its specification).
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) So, an algorithm is more detailed than a specification. But how much more? Contrary to algorithms, programs depend on programming languages, as we mentioned before. Thus algorithms can be considered as a useful step from specification to programs, as a refinement step.
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) Algorithms can be implemented using different programming languages (featuring objects, or pointers, or exceptions etc.). The more we want to be free of using our favorite programming language, the more the language for expressing algorithms should be abstract. However, this language may assume an abstract model of the computer which can be quite different from the one assumed by the chosen programming language. On the contrary, sometimes they are the same (this is the case of Prolog).
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) Coming back to our question: how do we go from an algebraic specification (which, by definition, describes formally a concept) to an algorithm (which describes formally a computation)? One way is to rely on the two kinds of equations we have, recursive and non-recursive. In mathematics, the integer sequence we give page 28 can be transformed into a functional definition, i.e., Un is expressed only in terms Ppof n, a and b, by forming Pp Un+1 − Un = b and summing both sides: n=0 (Un+1 − Un ) = n=0 b ⇔ Up+1 − U0 = (p + 1)b ⇔ Up+1 − a = (p + 1)b ⇔ Up = a + pb ⇔ Un = a + nb. But this is an ad hoc technique (e.g., we rely on properties of the integer numbers, as addition), which cannot be applied to our algebraic specifications.
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) The general approach consists in finding a computation scheme instead of relying on a reasoning, as we did for the sequence. This is achieved by looking at the equations in the specification and orienting them. This means that an equation is then considered as a rewriting step, from the left side to the right side, or the reverse way.
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) Assume we have an equation A = B, where A and B are expressions. The way to pass from this equality to a computation is to orient the sides as a rewriting step, i.e., wherever we find an occurrence of the left side, we replace it by the right side. For instance, if we set A → B, then it means that wherever we find a A, we can write instead a B. But, in theory, A = B is equivalent to A → B and B → A. But if we keep both (symmetric) rewriting steps, we get a non-terminating rewriting system, as demonstrated by the following infinite chain: A → B → A → B → ...
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) A rewriting system terminates if it stops on a value. If we have a chain X1 → X2 → · · · → Xn and there is no way to rewrite Xn , i.e., Xn does not appear in any part of a left-hand side, then if Xn is a value, the chain is terminating. We want a rewriting system that terminates on a value. A value is made of constructors only, whilst an expression is made of constructors and other functions. For example, • True is a value; • Or(True, Not(False)) is an expression.
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From specifications to algorithms (cont) Now, how can we be sure we do not lose some property by just allowing one orientation for each equality, as just keeping A ← B when A = B? This problem is a completeness problem and is very difficult to tackle,1 therefore we will not discuss it here. So, how should we orient our equations?



1



Refer to the Knuth-Bendix completion semi-algorithm. 16 / 95



Booleans/Orienting the equations Since we want to use an equation to compute the function it characterises, if one side of an equation contains an occurrence of the function call and the other not, we orient from the former side to the latter: Not(True) →1 False Not(False) →2 True And(True, True) →3 True And(x, False) →4 False And(False, x) →5 False Or(b1 , b2 ) →6 Not(And(Not(b1 ), Not(b2 )))
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Booleans/Orienting the equations (cont) For example, here is a terminating chain for the expression Or(True, True): Or(True, And(True, False)) →4 Or(True, False) Or(True, False) →6 Not(And(Not(True), Not(False))) Not(And(Not(True), Not(False))) →1 Not(And(False, Not(False))) Not(And(False, Not(False))) →2 Not(And(False, True)) Not(And(False, True)) →5 Not(False) Not(False) →2 True



An important property of our system is that it allows different chains starting from the same expression but they all end on the same value, e.g., we could have applied →2 before →1 .
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Booleans/Orienting the equations (cont) Here, we will always use a strategy which rewrites the arguments before the function calls. For instance, given Or(And(True, True), False) we will rewrite first And(True, True) →3 True and then Or(True, False) →6 True This strategy is named call-by-value because we rewrite the arguments into their values first before rewriting the function call.
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Algebraic Specifications 

such that expression B(f ) is a stack of the nodes of forest f traversed in a breadth-first way from left to right. Let specify Forest(node) = Stack(Bin-tree(node).t).
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Algebraic Specifications 

Expression Push(e, s) denotes the stack s with element e pushed on top. .... Obviously, s1 is a proper subterm of Push(e,s1 ), so the value of s1 is included in the ...
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Algebraic Specifications 

Not(b) if b = True then result â†� False else result â†� True. The variable b is called a parameter. ... Note that in algorithms, we do not provide a sophisticated error.
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Algebraic Specifications - Christian Rinderknecht 

Oct 19, 2008 - arguments of function Or, whose type, as given by the signature, is tÃ—t â†’ t. It is very ... In mathematics, the integer sequence we give page 11.
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Specifications: 

This instruction manual is designed to help you build a great flying aeroplane. ... They will also be able to advise on any insurance and safety regulations that ...
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Specifications 

Specifications subject to change without notice, and may not apply to every country. O: U.K. model. Page 3. KX250: Dimensions. Overall length. Overall width.
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Specifications 

OVERVIEW. The Shure SM57 unidirectional dynamic microphone is excep- tional for musical instrument pickup or for vocals. With its bright, clean sound and ...
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Specifications: 

4) Connect ignition module to pickup line of engine. Secure with Safety Clip, safety wire, tape or other method. Ensure the plugs will not come apart from vibra-.
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Algebraic Geometry 

Feb 20, 2005 - symbols dX1, ..., dXn modulo the relations: df = 0 for all f âˆˆ a. PROPOSITION 14.3. Let V be a variety. For each n â‰¥ 0, there is a unique sheaf of ...
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Algebraic Geometry 

The papers of all the exams for this course are given in an appendix at the end .... For example, algebraic geometry over the field of real numbers is sometimes .... sider the intersection of the curve with a varying line y = tx passing through this 
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Algebraic Geometry 

Oct 30, 2003 - 12 Differentials .... 1For example, suppose that the system (*) has coefficients aij âˆˆ k and that K ...... Typically, {f1,...,fs} will fail to be a standard basis because in some ... tions give well-defined answers, whether we carry 
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Algebraic Topology 

Page 211. Page 212. Page 213. Page 214. Page 215. Page 216. Page 217. Page 218. Page 219. Page 220. Page 221. Page 222. Page 223. Page 224 ...
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organ specifications 

Trumpet 8'. Trompette de FÃªte 8'. Tremolo (prepared). Gt 16', Gt 4', Unison Off. PEDAL. Untersatz 32' (electronic). Contrebasse 16' (Open Wood). Bourdon 16'.
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2 - Specifications 

Gearshift pattern Left foot operated return system 1-N-2-3-4-OD. Final drive gear oil .... Output Shaft Damper spring free length 60.82 (2,394) 570 (2.24). Stift O,0. ... (At 20Â° C/ Wire .... N-m (kg-m, ft-lb) S N-m (kg-m, ft-lb). 5 Å¿r Colt & C Ut 
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specifications 5.1 

Table 5-1. Starter Specifications. STARTER. Free speed. 3000 RPM (min.) @ 11.5 V ... relay is activated and battery current flows into the pull-in winding (10) ...
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SPECIFICATIONS - PDFMAZE.COM 

DESIGN STANDARD. The designs and the productions are in conformity with: (1) Japan Industrial Standards. (2) The Institute of Electrical Engineering of Japan.Termes manquants :
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Specifications - UserManual.wiki 

11 nov. 2013 - via an overcurrent protection feature. If you are ... Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is.
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SHELLFISH SPECIFICATIONS 

SYSTEM FOR LIVE MARINE SHELLFISH CONTAMINATED BY ALGAL PSP. TOXINE. CRAFT CONTRACT NÂ° .... DOCUMENTATION. .... Maximum capacity in instantaneous stock : 150 Kg of shellfish. Storage volume .... threshold, etc.). The parameters concerning the mainten
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specifications fonctionnelles 

3 mai 2018 - Dans une telle situation, le fonctionnement de Solutions IR/FP est le suivant : 1 - ComplÃ©ter le module RF pour dÃ©terminer le .... Page 16 ...
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specifications fonctionnelles 

23 avr. 2018 - Vous pouvez dÃ¨s maintenant commencer Ã  prÃ©parer vos dÃ©clarations. Bien que plusieurs Ã©crans soient susceptibles de modifications, aucune ...
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1. SPECIFICATIONS 

ANB-848. ATT-666. AEK-101. ASK-520. ACG-001. AKP-032. ADG-023. ABA-145. ANB. ... B. I. RESISTORS: fndicated in A, %W, t5% tolerance unless otherwise noted k : kQ, ... Indicated in capacity (r F)/voltage (V) unless olherwisâ‚¬ noted p : pF.
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specifications - Sylvane 

LES VENTILATEURS DE PLAFOND DOIVENT ÊTRE PLACÉS. PAR UN INSTALLATEUR QUALIFIÉ. N° DE. MODÈLE. DÉPORT DES. PALES. COULEUR.
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SPECIFICATIONS FONCTIONNELLES 

22 nov. 2017 - Cette annÃ©e, ont Ã©tÃ© mis Ã  jour les modules IR, RE, PVM et RF en tenant compte : - des dispositifs ... nos Ã©quipes s'avÃ¨rent finalement erronÃ©sS'agissant d'une version prÃ©paratoire, aucune mise Ã  jour de cette ... payÃ© par l'
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1. SPECIFICATIONS 

5. Stick the line voltage label on the rear panel. Part No,. Description. Miscellaneous. Power Requirements. Power Consumption . . . . 22OV /240V (Selectable).
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